
Executor Interface for Panda – Sequence diagram: 
 
 
  Supervisor          Executor Interface        Task Buffer 

numJobsWanted

1000 jobs wanted

executeJobs (data structure 
from parsed xml)

executeJobs (xml)

getExecutorData getExecutorData

taskBufferRecordID taskBufferRecordID

getStatus (for a given 
job ID, recordID) getStatus

Status of the job Status of the job

 
Explanation: 
 
The interface between the Windmill Supervisor and the Executor Interface will remain 
the same as before (using Jabber).  
 
numJobsWanted: 
The Supervisor will send the request for the number of jobs wanted to the Executor 
Interface (called Executor hereafter), to which the Executor will respond as 1000 (or any 
other default value assigned). The Executor will not interact with the Task buffer in 
order to send this reply to the Supervisor.  
 
executeJobs: 
The Supervisor will then send the jobs to be executed to the Executor in the form of 
XML code (with each job containing a unique ID from the production DB).  
The Executor will parse this XML code and put the job data into a data structure 
and then send this data to the Task Buffer.  
 



 
 
 
getExecutorData: 
The Supervisor will query the Executor to find if the jobs were accepted or not. In turn 
the Executor will send this query to the Task Buffer to find if a job with a given unique 
job ID (from the production DB) has been accepted. 
 
If a job is accepted (and stored in the local MySQL database by the Task Buffer), then the 
Task Buffer will respond to the Executor with a unique taskBufferRecordID, for each 
given jobID. The Executor in turn will send this response to the Supervisor.  
 
If a job hasn’t been accepted (meaning the job with that unique jobId cannot be found in 
the local MySQL DB) then the Task Buffer will respond to the Executor with the 
message ‘rejected’, which in turn will be sent to the Supervisor by the Executor. 
 
In case the local MySQL DB is down or unreachable, then the response will the 
‘unknown’. 
 
getStatus: 
The Supervisor will query the Executor to find the status of a submitted job with a unique 
combination of a given jobID and a taskBufferRecordID. The Executor in turn will 
forward this query to the Task Buffer. 
 
Depending on the status of the job, the Task Buffer can respond to this query with the 
following choices: pending, finished, running, rejected, unknown, along with the 
jobID and taskBufferRecordID. In turn he Executor will send the response to the 
Supervisor. 
 
Action Items & Notes: 
 
All the code for the sequence of interactions between the Supervisor and the Executor is 
already available and can be used as it is.  
 
The following interactions need to be written in Python code: 
 

• Executor code that will parse the XML job received from the supervisor and 
convert it into a data structure and send it to the Task Buffer to be stored in the 
MySQL DB. 

• Executor code that will forward the getExecutorData & getStatus queries from the 
Supervisor, to the Task Buffer 

• Executor code that will accept the responses from the Task Buffer for the above 
queries (and in turn forward them to the supervisor using the existing interface). 

 
 
 



 
To be worked out: 
 

• The structure of the job data to be sent by the executor to the Task Buffer 
• The interface between the Executor and the Task Buffer (what are the data, 

messages passed back & forth, their timings, structures, how to handle exceptions 
etc.) 

• Please feel free to add other points as appropriate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


